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(A) Installation and running program:
1) Run R (>=3.1.0) in Windows (http://cran.r-project.org/).
2) Copy and run these commands in the R-software to download and install the
required packages:
install.packages(c('gWidgetstcltk','forensim','cubature','XML','RCurl'))

3) To download and install euroformix:
a. Download newest "euroformix_version.zip"-file and install it manually (using the
original zip-file) in the the R-software using Install package(s) from local zip files...

4) Run these commands in the R-software to start the GUI:
library(euroformix)
efm()
It is strongly recommended to create a startup icon on your desktop because you will only need to
carry out the above procedure once. To proceed, first close down R without saving the workspace.

(B) Creating a startup icon for EuroForMix on your desktop:
1) Launch R again
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2) Run this code within your preferred R-version:
path <- file.path(Sys.getenv("USERPROFILE"),"Desktop",fsep="\\")
setwd(path) #If 'Desktop' is not the proper desktop name you may need to change it.
.First = function(x) {require(euroformix);efm()};save.image(".Rdata");

3) Creating the shortcut:
- Create a copy (CTRL + C and then CTRL + V) of the R icon on the desktop.
- Name the copy "EuroForMix" or something arbitrary.
- Right-click on icon. Select "Properties" and then go to the "Shortcut" tab (named something else
for other languages).
- Remove the text within "Start in", click "Apply" and then close the window.
- You have now created an startup icon for EuroForMix.

(C) GUI

Figure 1: The Toolbar and Tabs for different steps of the analysis.

Sections:
12345678-

Toolbar (page 3-9)
Importing data (page 10-23)
Model specification (page 24-29)
MLE fit: ‘ Quantitative LR (Maximum Likelihood based)’ (page 30-39)
Deconvolution (page 40-46)
Database Search (page 47-50)
Qual.LR: 'Qualitative model' (page 51-57)
Generate data: 'from the quantitative model' (page 48-60)

Part (D) contains Mathematical details.
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1- Toolbar

Figure 2: The Toolbar contains configurations and advanced model parameters for different kinds of
analyses.

- File
o Set directory: The user may select the working directory for the program.
o Open project: The user may open an earlier project which is saved in a file in the form:
“projectname.Rdata”.

o Save project: The user may save the existing project into a file with name: “projectname”.
 Extension .Rdata is added automatically to project name.
 All data imported to the program and resulting calculations are stored into a single
project-file which may be opened at any time in the program.
 Saving a project has the following advantages:
 Large reference databases are stored efficiently (the required space for the
database is drastically reduced).

o It is strongly recommended to use “save project” because it saves a lot of
time if you need to re-evaluate the analysis. All the data are conveniently
stored and can be reloaded instantly.

o Settings:

Figure 3: The setting window under "File->Settings" used to set advanced model parameters.
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 Easy mode: NO gives all functionalities as before. YES introduces a reporting mode
for calculating the Likelihood Ratio (disables buttons to guide the reporter).

 Easy mode is strongly recommended for routine casework because it guides the
user to carry out interpretation using a recommended path.

 Default Model Parameters: The following parameters can only be selected here.
o Default detection threshold: [0,->)




The limit of detection (LOD) threshold of required allele peak heights.
Used to define whether an allele is present in the evidence or not.
If peak heights in evidence are lower than the specified threshold, the
corresponding alleles (and peak heights) below threshold are removed
automatically. This may cause some loci to become empty.
Not considered if no peak heights are provided in the evidence.

o Default fst-correction: [0,1]


Assumed co-ancestry parameter assigned in the genotype probability
for each contributor in the hypotheses. See euroformix paper for more
details.

o Default probability of drop-in: [0,1]



Assumed probability of a random allele drop-in to the evidence at a
given locus. See euroformix paper for more details.
If Probability of drop-in’>0 when consider ‘Quantitative LR’ the user
needs to specify Drop-in peak height hyperparam>0.

o Default drop-in hyperparam (lambda): (0,1]




Only used for ‘Quantitative LR’ if lambda >0.
Assumed hyper-parameter to model the peak height of the dropped in
allele caused by a ‘random allele drop-in’ (see Figure 4).
A default of 0.01 is suggested if the user has no data (although it is
recommended that the user calculates this parameter from his/her own
data). The parameter is calculated automatically when the user imports
a dataset with the “Fit dropin data” button.

o Prior: Stutter-prop. function(x)= dbeta(x,1,1):



A prior density function for the stutter proportion parameter Stutterprop.
The user can design his own density function over [0,1]
 Default is a flat prior (specified through the beta distribution)
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Figure 4: The figure shows the allele peak height drop-in distribution for three values of the lambda
hyper-parameter. The distribution is expontial (RFU-threshold|lambda) (i.e. shifted exponential).

- Max locus: The maximum number of markers to present in the GUI (the “permarker” info at “Model specification” and “MLE fit” pages). This is due to that the
vertical resolution of the screen limits the number of markers which can be shown.

- Save: Click to save settings permanently*: The values are stored and loaded in the
next session. This means that you can close EuroForMix and open it again without
the loss of values.
o *A loaded project restores settings used in the corresponding project.

o Quit project: When button is pushed, the user is given a question about saving project
before terminating the GUI.

- Frequencies
o Set size of frequency database: User may specify number of samples ‘N’ used to create
the population frequencies.
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o When new alleles, i.e. not in the frequency database, from imported files are
found, these are assigned as freq0.
 If N=0 (this is default), freq0 is equal to the minimum imported allele
frequency.
 If N>0, freq0=‘5/(2N)’.

o New alleles are updated to the population frequency database:





When a reference database is imported.
When interpretations are carried out (‘Generate sample’, Deconvolution,
Weight-of-Evidence or ‘Database search’)
The allele frequencies used for an analysis will be presented in the LR
report.
Frequencies will only be normalized when importing reference databases.
 WARNING: Allele frequencies are no longer normalized (but the
frequencies in used in the calculations still add to one).

o Set minimum frequencies: The user can specify the allele frequency for new alleles. See
details above.
o Set number of wildcards in false positive match: The user may specify the number of
‘wildcards’ in the random match probability statistics, which are applied when the user has
imported and selected an evidence stain together with the population frequencies.

- Optimization
o Set number of random startpoints: The user may set required number of valid maximum
optimizations to be obtained (hence the name "startpoints" is not precise in that
perspective). Multiple optimizations are recommended to be obtained in order for the
optimizer routine to ensure that the global maximum point is attained for the Maximum
Likelihood Estimator (MLE). Default is 4.
 An optimization is counted as valid if a concave maximum point has been obtained.
 If the number of unknown contributors are more than 2, the optimization routine is
carried out with parallelization. Then each optimization is carried out separately
with a CPU core thread. If the number of available threads is less than the number
of startpoints, the number of optimizations is set equal the number of available
CPU core threads.

o Set variance of randomizer: The user may set the variance parameter used for the random
generation of startpoints used in optimizer. Default is 10.
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o Set max number of iterations: The user may set the maximum number of iterations
carried out in the optimization. Default is 100.
 NB: Setting this value too low may cause convergence problems.

- MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo)
o Set number of samples: The user may set the number of samples drawn from the
posterior distribution of the parameters. Default is 1000. The program will carry out
parallelization where this number will be carried out for each of the CPU core threads. The
samples are combined afterwards. We recommend in total 5000 samples wherever
possible – computation time is a limitation for samples with more than 3 unknowns.
 Note that this is the number of samples used for the “LR sensitivity” analysis.

o Set variance of randomizer: The user may set the variance parameter scalar used in the
‘Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) random walk Metropolis’. Default is 10.
 Note that this value should be tweaked so that the acceptance rate of the
sampler is around ~0.2 (at least 0.05-0.3) (to ensure global exploration in the
parameter space).

- Integration
o Set relative error requirement: The user may set the required estimated relative error
used in the integration function adaptIntegrate {cubature}. See euroformix paper for
details. Default is 0.1.

o Set maximum number of evaluations: The user may set the maximum number of
evaluations for calculating the integral. This number will override the relative error
requirement if selected greater than 0. Default is 0.

o Set maximum of P.H.expectation: The user may set upper limit of expected peak heights
parameter (mu). See euroformix paper for details. Default is 20000.

o Set maximum of P.H.variability: The user may set upper limit of the coefficient of
variation of peak heights parameter (sigma). See euroformix paper for details. Default is
0.9.
 WARNING: The user may experience non-convergent LR values if this value is
too high. The user can then reduce it to for instance 0.6 and see if the problem
is fixed.
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o Set maximum of stutter proportion: The user may set upper limit of the backward-stutter
proportion parameter (xi). More details about the stutter rate is given under ‘Advanced
Parameters’ in the Model specification section. Default is 0.5.

o Set likelihood-scaling to avoid zero: The user may set an offset to the likelihood function
(on log scale) for the quantitative LR (Bayesian based LR). The reason is that having large
amount of data causes the likelihood value to be very small which causes underflow.
Default is 700.
 Note: The user may need to change this value close to the magnitude of the
maximum likelihood.

- Deconvolution
o Set required summed probability: The user may set the required summed posterior
genotype-probability which the Joint deconvoluted list must contain. Default is 0.99.

o Set max listsize: The user may set maximum number of elements in the Joint
deconvoluted list. Default is 20.
 The greater max listsize, the more time-consuming (and memory consuming) the
search-algorithm behind will be.
 This is also the maximum number of combined genotypes shown in the console.

- Database search
o Set maximum view-elements: The user may set maximum number of individuals to show
from the reference-database. Default is 10000.
 The greater this ‘value’, the more time-consuming it will become to show the table
on the screen.
 Note that the results table from the database search shows only the top ‘value’ranked elements.

o Set drop-in probability for qualitative model: When searching a database with
quantitative LR model, the qualitative LR model is also considered with a specific drop-in
probability parameter given here (default is 0.05).

o Set number of non-contributors: The user may specify number of random non-contributor
samples in the non-contributor analysis. Default is 1000.
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- Qual LR
o Set upper range for sensitivity: The user may specify the maximum allele dropoutprobability in the sensitivity plot (for a qualitative model). Default is 0.6.

o Set nticks for sensitivity: The user may specify number of grids of the allele dropoutprobability in the sensitivity plot (for a qualitative model). Default is 31.

o Set required samples in dropout distr.: The user may specify number of required allele
drop-out probability samples used to estimate the quantiles or median for the distribution
of the ‘allele drop-out probability given number of observed alleles’. Default is 2000.

o Set significance level in dropout distr.: The user may specify the significance level in the
conservative LR calculation (i.e. the quantile for the distribution of the ‘allele drop-out
probability given number of observed alleles’). Default is 0.05.
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2- Importing data

Figure 5: The figure shows the Import data page where the user can import population frequencies,
evidence stains, reference profiles and reference databases.

DATA IMPORT:
Common for all files:
o The extension (denotes file-type) of the file names does not matter. It may also have no
extension at all.
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o All imported files must be either comma, semi-colon or tab-separated (‘,’,’;’,’\t’).
o Required/optional headers (all are capital invariant):
 “sample” is required header for sample(s) name(s).
 The sample names are NOT capital invariant.
 If more than one header name contains “sample”, it will select the
header name which in addition contains “name” in the same string.
 “marker” is required header for marker name(s).
 Marker names are capital invariant.
 If no header is found, the header containing “loc” will be used if found.
 “allele” is required header(s) for allele-information.
 This may be a vector (“alleleX1”,…,”allelleX10”) of any length denoting
allele(s) to a given marker for a given sample. Here X can be anything.
 “height” optional header(s) for peak height-information.
 This may be a vector (“heightX1”,…,”heightX10”) of any length denoting
peak height to the corresponding allele(s) in “allele”. Here X can be
anything.
o Note:
 The imported data will use upper-letter of marker-names found in the file.
 All imports are printed out in the R-console (see Figure 6). From this, the user
may check that the data are imported correctly.

Figure 6: The figure shows the table format in the importing evidence stain file.

o Import from file: The user can select a frequency file from the local system. The name of the
selected file will be present under “Select population”.
o Right click on the button to see the directory of example files (FreqDatabases) in the R
installation location of euroformix.
o Filename: There is no longer any requirement for the name of the frequency-files.
o Required file format:
 First column must contain allele-designations (header-name may be anything).
 Other columns are frequency-information (header-name denotes the locus
name and this is converted to capital letters).
o Requirement for allele frequency values
 The values in the file cannot be zero (instead keep the cells empty).
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The values must sum up to one for each column.
 Note: EuroForMix gives a warning if this is not the case.

o Import from folder:
o Requires a separate folder (population-folder) with only frequency-files.
o Filename: There is no longer any requirement for the name of the frequency-files.
o Right-click on the button to automatically import the example frequency files from the
installation location of euroformix (see previous).
o Import from STRidER:
o This will import frequency tables found at the STRidER webpage.
o Right-click to see the URL of where data are imported from.
o Select STR kit:
o The user can at any time select the relevant kit in the drop-down menu. Here the kits are
given by its short name.
 Note: This will be the same names as obtained when running getKit() in the Rconsole (after loading euroformix package).
o EuroForMix uses the kit info found in ~euroformix\extdata\kit.txt.
 Note: If the relevant kit is not found, the user can contact help support or try to
create a new kit.txt file.
o Select population:
o The user must select one of the populations in the drop-down menu. Then corresponding
allele frequencies will be used in all analyses.

o Import Evidence/Reference sample (see Figures 6- 8):
o Multiple evidence or reference profiles are allowed in each file.
 In evidence files:
 “height” header is required for analysis: ‘Deconvolution’, ‘Weight-of-Evidence’
(quantitative model) and ‘Database search’. For ‘Qualitative LR’ this is not
required.
 In reference files:
 “height” header is optional but will not be used further in any analysis.
 Homozygote genotype may have an empty allele under ‘Allele 2’ (updated from
euroformix.0.6.2). The user will get a notification if this occurs.
 Note: The import function will not check whether number of alleles and
corresponding peak heights are the same.
 Loci without any allele-information (i.e. empty or dropped out), will also be
imported.
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Figure 7: The figure shows the table format for the imported reference file.

o Import Reference Database (see Figure 8):
o Exactly same format as reference files.
o Multiple database files may be imported (must be done one-at-a-time).
o Requires that population frequencies are imported and selected.
 WARNING: Population frequencies may not be changed again after database
importing!
o Note:
 The ranking of databases are done over all selected databases.
 Same samples within a database need to be in same block but markers within a
sample can be in a different order.
 Some samples may have more/less markers than others (e.g. SGMplus profiles
contra ESX17).
 Missing markers for a sample are given with NA.
 Only markers shared with selected population frequencies are imported.
 The imported database files may contain different markers.
 Homozygote genotype may have an empty allele under ‘Allele 2’.
 The database file may contain any number of individuals.
o It is more efficient to import several small databases than one big.
o Time usage to import a database file with 17 markes:
 1e6 profiles takes about 131 seconds (requires ~1.3GB memory).
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 5e6 profiles takes about 800 seconds (requires ~6.1GB memory).
o Save a lot of time and memory by storing a project to file (See File under toolbar). The
imported database will be stored very efficiently.

Figure 8: The figure shows the table format for the imported reference database file.

VIEW DATA
o View frequencies (see Figure 9 for the Norwegian ESX17 population):
o Creates a new window which shows the selected population frequencies in a table.
o If any evidence profiles(s) are selected after evidence-import, the software makes an
‘inclusion probability’ plot for each of the selected profiles.
 The plot (Figure 10) shows the exact probability1 that a random reference profile
(from population) (‘false positive probability’) matching at least (2*n-wildcardsize)
up to 2*n alleles (MAC) with a selected evidence profile. Here n is number of
considered loci (which are both in evidence and population frequencies) and
wildcardsize is the number of allowed mismatches (default is wildcardsize =5).
 wildcardsize can be changed under “Frequencies” in Toolbar by changing value Set
number of wildcards in false positive match.
o Note:
 Only allele-information in evidence-profiles is used.
 New alleles which are not found in the selected population are assumed to have
allele-frequency freq0 (see under Frequencies in section 1-Toolbar).

1

The formula is given in the section ‘Exact random allele sharing with evidence stain’ under (C) Supplementary.
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Figure 9: The figure shows the viewed frequencies for the Norwegian ESX17 population.

Figure 10: The figure shows the random probability of a match with at least k number of alleles (from
a randomly chosen reference profile) compared with the observed alleles in evidence profile
(wildcardsize=5).
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o View evidence (for selected evidence):
o Prints imported loci, along with allele designations (and peak heights if any) for each
selected evidence profile(s) (Figure 11).

Figure 11: The figure shows the printed alleles and heights in the imported evidence.

o Plot EPG (Figure 13) and degradation plot (Figure 12) for each selected evidence profile(s)
o The kit selected under ‘Select STR kit’ denotes the EPG format.
o Loci in evidence which are inconsistent with the ones in selected kit (or missing) are not
shown in the EPG.
o If reference profiles are imported and selected, they will be labeled together with the peak
heights in the EPG plot (as shown in Figure 13).
o The degradation plot shows points and a fitted regression line using sum peak heights at
each marker (for the average fragment length).
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Figure 12: The figure shows peak height sum points y on the fitted gamma-regression model
gamma(y,shape=2/sigma^2*beta^((x-125)/100),scale=mu*sigma^2), where x=’average fragment
length of observed alleles at the particular marker’. The model is fitted by inserting the maximum
likelihood estimates for mu (P.H.expectation),sigma (P.H.variability) and beta (Degradation-slope.).
The black solid line is the expectation of the fitted gamma-regression model, with corresponding
0.005- and 0.995-quantiles of the distribution. The text under the points are p-values found by
inserting each point into the fitted gamma-regression based on all data points except for the
corresponding inserted data point. These are only shown if they are smaller than 0.05/#loci.
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Figure 13: The figure shows the plotted EPG (on the selected SGMPlus kit format) of the imported
evidence stain. The labels under the alleles show the imported and selected reference profiles.
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o View reference (for selected reference):
o Prints imported genotypes for each selected reference profile(s) (Figure 14).
o If allele frequencies are imported and selected, the software will calculate the random
match probability and its inverse, for each selected reference profile(s) (here the
corresponding selected fst value will be taken into account) (Figure 15).
o If any evidence profiles(s) are selected after evidence-import, the software counts number
of matching alleles (MAC) for each locus of the selected reference profiles, for each
selected evidence (Figure 16).
 MAC = number of alleles for the reference which are included in the evidence.
 nLocs = number of considered loci when counting MAC.

Figure 14: The figure shows the printed alleles of the imported reference profiles.

Figure 15: The figure shows the printed random match probabilities (and inverse) for each references.
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Figure 16: The figure shows number of matching alleles and total (MAC) between the imported
references and selected evidence stain. By combining the observed MAC and Figure 10, the random
match probability of observing at least MAC is useful to provide a ‘more meaningful’ version of
“Random man not excluded“-statistics: The random match probability for P1 (MAC>=32) is 3.7e-10,
while only 2.1e-4 for P2 (MAC>=27).
o View database (see Figure 17 for selected database):
o Creates a new window (for each selected database) which shows the genotypes for every
reference in the database.
 “-” means that the genotype of a reference was missing.
o If any evidence profiles(s) are selected after evidence-import, the software counts the
number of matching alleles (MAC) for all references in the database against each of the
selected evidences (see Figure 18). The results are shown in a MAC-ranked table in a new
window (for each selected database).
 MAC = total number of alleles for the reference which are included in the evidence.
 nLocs is number of reference-loci which has been used to evaluate the MAC.
o Note:
 Max number of individuals to view in a database can be changed with selecting Set
maximum view-elements under “Database search” in toolbar.
 Only loci within the selected kit will be shown and used in further calculations.
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Figure 17: The figure shows the viewed references from the imported ESX17 database

Figure 18: The figure shows the sorted references (in the reference database) with respect to MAC
(total number of matching alleles) compared to the selected evidence.
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INTERPRETATIONS
o Weight-of-Evidence:
o Weight-of-Evidence is carried out by comparing the Likelihood Ratio (LR) between the
specified hypotheses Hp (prosecution) and Hd (defense) using the quantitative model as
given in the euroformix paper. There are a number of options as follows:
o Modules:
1) ‘Quantitative LR’ (Maximum Likelihood based)
 Optimizes (maximum) the model parameters in the continuous model.
2) ‘Quantitative LR’ (Bayesian based)
 Integrates out the model parameters in the continuous model.
3) ‘Qualitative LR’ (semi-continuous) – Mirrors the LRmix module but also contains
the maximum likelihood based method.
Note that ‘Easy Mode’ uses module 1) ‘Continuous LR’ (Maximum Likelihood based).
o Requirements:
o Imported population frequencies, at least one evidence profile and at least one
reference profile (e.g. a suspect) to weight evidence for. Additional reference
profiles are optional to condition on in the hypotheses.
o ‘Continuous LR’ requires evidence(s) including peak heights, ‘Qualitative LR’ only
requires allele data.
o Features:
o The quantitative model: Handles replicates, allele drop-in, allele drop-out,
backward-stutter, fst-correction and degradation.
o The qualitative model: Handles replicates, allele drop-in, allele drop-out (equal
across contributors) and fst-correction.
o Deconvolution:
o Deconvolution ranks the most probable combined genotype profiles given a specified
hypothesis based on a maximum likelihood fitted quantitative model (as given in the
euroformix paper).
o Requires: Imported population frequencies and selection of at least one evidence profile
with peak height information. References are optional to condition on in the hypothesis.
o Feature: Model may handle replicates, allele drop-in, allele drop-out, backward-stutter,
fst-correction and degradation.
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o Database search:
o Carries out ‘weight-of-evidence’ tests by comparing the Likelihood Ratio (LR) between the
specified hypotheses Hj (reference j in database) and Hd (defense) using the quantitative
model as given in the euroformix paper.
o Modules:
1) ‘Quantitative LR’ (Maximum Likelihood based)
2) ‘Quantitative LR’ (Bayesian based)
3) ‘Qualitative LR’ (Semi-continuous based)
o Requires: Imported population frequencies, at least one evidence profile with peak
height information and at least one reference-database. Reference profiles are
optional to condition on in the hypotheses.
o Feature: Model may handle replicates, allele drop-in, drop-out, backward-stutter, fstcorrection and degradation.
o The quantitative LR value is shown together with qualitative LR and MAC.

o Fit drop-in data:
o When clicking the button the user must select a text-file which contains drop-in peak
heights in a separated format (“;”,”,”,”\t”,”\n”).
o This will fit the lambda parameter for the shifted exponential drop-in function, and the
value of the lambda parameter in the “Settings” will automatically be updated accordingly.
o A histogram of the peak heights will be present in a plot together with the fitted model.
o WARNING: Remember to specify your detection threshold in “Settings” before doing this,
since the estimated lambda depends on this.

o Generate sample:
o Generates alleles using the population frequencies and draws peak heights for a specified
hypothesis using the quantitative model as described in the euroformix paper.
o Requires: Imported population frequencies.
o Feature: All the parameters in the quantitative model (EFM).

o Restart
o Simply restarts the program.
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3- Model specification

Figure 19: The figure shows the Model Specification page for Weight-of-Evidence

MODEL SPECIFICATION
The model specification tab is invoked from several different routes. From the ‘Import data’ tab the
options that can be followed are the buttons: Generate sample, Weight of evidence, Database search
and Deconvolution. The effect and properties of each case are as follows:

- Contributors under Hp
o Case: Weight-of-Evidence or ‘Database search’:
 User may condition on selected references (from ‘Import data’) in the
hypothesis Hp.
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 #unknowns under Hp: Denotes number of unknown contributors under the
prosecution hypothesis Hp.

o Case: ‘Database search’: The individual in the reference-database is already included in
the hypothesis Hp.

o Case: Deconvolution or ‘Generate sample’: This block is not considered, since
Deconvolution only considers the model under Hd, and sample generation is carried
out only under a specific hypothesis.

- Contributors under Hd (same for all cases):
o User may condition on selected references (from ‘Import data’) in the hypothesis Hd.
o #unknowns under Hd: Denotes number of unknown contributors under the defense
hypothesis Hd.

o Relatedness module (updated from v2):
 The user can now specify relationships between the 1st unknown contributor







(only under Hd) to an imported reference sample.
Supported relationships:
 Unrelated (this is default).
 Parent/Child, Sibling, Uncle/Nephew, Grandparent/Grandchild, Halfsibling, Cousin.
The relatedness model will be used for the following features:
 The quantitative LR calculations (also for database searching).
 Non-contributor tests: The non-contributors will be random 1st
unknown individuals as specified under Hd.
 LR sensitivity, MCMC simulations, Deconvolution, Model validation,
Model fitted P.H.
The relatedness model is not (yet) implemented for the following features:
 Qualitative LR and its non-contributor analysis.
 The “Generate data” module.
Note:
 If a relationship is specified, the user must select which of the imported
reference samples the unknown is related to.
 The given relationship will be indicated in the “report”.
 Theta/fst correction is taken into account for this module.

o Case: Weight-of-Evidence or ‘Database search’: References which are conditioned
under Hp but not under Hd, will be assumed to be known non-contributors under Hd
(this is relevant when fst>0).

o Case ‘Database search’: When doing a database search with “Quantitative LR”
calculations, the allele drop-in probability for the qualitative LR can be changed by Set
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drop-in probability for qualitative model under “Database search” in toolbar (default
is 0.05).

- Model options
o Stutter: Boolean of incorporating a model for (n-1) backward-stutters by including
parameter Stutter-prop. (xi):
 Stutter-prop. is a constant parameter which denotes the expected fraction of
the contributor expected peak height moved from allele a to allele a-1. See
euroformix paper for more details.

o Degradation: Boolean of incorporating a global degradation model where the slope is
determined with parameter Degrad.slope (beta):
 The expected peak height of a specific allele is modelled to be proportional to
beta^{(s-125)/100}, where s is the fragment length of the corresponding allele.

DATA SELECTION
- Select/unselect loci:
o The user may select or unselect loci for each selected evidence(s) and reference(s)
from “Import data”
o If a locus is missing or has been unselected for any of the evidence(s) or reference(s),
the missing/unselected locus will not be evaluated at all.
o Note: At default there is a limitation of 30 loci that can be selected. This can be
changed under "File->Settings->Max locus".

- Missing data:
o Missing markers in evidence samples (but present in references) will not be evaluated
(this deactivates the selection ticks). However, EuroForMix handles markers that have
fully dropped out in the evidence profile, hence these markers should still be included
in the evidence sample file (but with no alleles).
o If marker information for references samples is missing (this deactivates the selection
ticks). For such markers the program will substitute the reference with an unknown
contributor.
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- New alleles:
o If alleles that do not exist in the population allele frequency table occur in the
imported evidence, the new alleles are assigned with allele frequency ‘freq0’. freq0
can be specified in several ways:

1. ‘freq0’ is equal to the minimum observed allele frequency in the population
table if N=0, or ‘freq0’=5/(2N) otherwise where N is number of individuals used
to create the imported frequency database. This can be changed manually
under “Frequencies->Set size of frequency database” in Toolbar.
2. freq0 is the frequency set by the user in “Frequencies -> Set minimum
frequency”.

o WARNING: The population frequencies are not normalized after adding new allele
frequencies to the population frequencies.

SHOW SELECTED DATA
- Evidence(s):
o Shows selected evidence(s) from ‘Import data’.
o All interpretations support multiple replicates.
 Note: All replicates are assumed to have same parameter sets.
- Show:
o Prints the following to the R-console: The selected evidence sample(s), reference(s)
and considered population frequencies which are used for further analysis.
o The selected evidence samples are shown in an EPG-plot.
 Note: Alleles with corresponding peak heights below the specified “Detection
threshold” (indicated as the horizontal gray lines) are removed.

- ‘Database(s) to search’ (case: ‘Database search’)
o Lists the selected imported reference-database(s) to do the database search for.

CALCULATIONS
- ‘Quantitative LR (Maximum Likelihood based) ‘ (case Weight-of-Evidence and ‘Database
search’):
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o Maximizes the likelihood with respect to the unknown parameters in the quantitative
model for the specified hypothesis Hd (and Hp in case of Weight-of-Evidence).
 The optimizer should return a global maximum. However, it may sometimes
just return a local maximum, by chance. Number of start-points should be
sufficiently large to ensure that the optimizer always finds the global maximum
of the Likelihood function. This can be changed under “Optimization->Set
number of startpoints” in Toolbar.
 After calculation, the page ‘MLE fit’ is visited to present results.

o ‘Quantitative LR (Bayesian based)’ (case Weight-of-Evidence and ‘Database search’):

Figure 20: The figure shows the calculated Weight-of-Evidence based on the Bayesian based
quantitative LR for the specified model in Figure 19.

o Instead of maximizing the likelihood of the unknown parameters, a numerical
integration over the unknown parameters are applied both under hypothesis Hp and
Hd. The ratio becomes the estimated LR value (marginalized with respect to the model
parameters).

o The accuracy of the integrals depends on the specified ‘relative error requirement’
(see euroformix paper for details).
 Can be changed under “Integration” in Toolbar. Default is 0.1.

o The integral requires that an upper boundary for the parameters P.H. expectation
(mu), P.H. variability (sigma) and Stutter-prop. (xi) are specified. The default values for
these are 20000, 0.9 and 0.5, respectively. These values may be changed under
“Integration” in Toolbar. See euroformix paper for details.

o Calculates LR-values directly and avoids visiting the tab ‘MLE fit’.
 Case Weight-of-Evidence: A message with the estimated LR, with the relative
errors given in brackets, pops up after calculation (see Figure 20).
 See the euroformix paper for details of how the relative errors are
calculated.
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 Case ‘Database search’: Database search results based on the estimated LR are
shown directly after calculation (goes to tab ‘Database search’).

o Sometimes the likelihood values become zero because of underflow (happens for
multiple replicates or large number of loci). To avoid this, the user can change the
value under “Integration-> Set likelihood-scaling to avoid zero”. It is recommended
that this value is set close to the magnitude of the maximum likelihood.

o ‘Qualitative LR (semi-continuous)’ (case Weight-of-Evidence)
o Performs a semi-continuous procedure (mirrors the LRmix module) where the
distribution of the ‘allele drop-out probability given the number of observed alleles’
are utilized to infer a “conservative” LR.
 The model is purely qualitative which means that it is only based on alleledesignation information.
 Here it is also possible to obtain the LR based on the maximum likelihood
method.

o Goes directly to page Qual. LR.
o ‘Generate sample’ (case ‘Generate sample’):
o Push ‘Generate sample’ button under the ‘Import data’ tab – this opens the Model
o
o
o
o
o

o
o

specification tab.
A dataset (an evidence sample and the contributing references) will be randomly
simulated under the specified model under “Model specification” (relatedness is not
yet implemented).
Reference profiles may be imported and selected as assumed known in the hypothesis.
The settings for Detection threshold, probability of drop-in and drop-in peak height
hyperparam will be used in the simulation (fst-correction is not used).
The unknown contributor profiles under the hypothesis will be randomly generated
using the selected population frequencies (the relatedness module is not used).
The simulated peak heights of the generated evidence sample are entirely based on
the quantitative model for assumed values of the model-parameters
(mu=P.H.expectation, sigma=P.H.variability, xi=Stutter-prop., mx=mixture prop.,
beta=Degrad.slope). Default values are mu=1000, sigma=0.15, xi=0.1, beta=1,
mx=(C:1)/sum(C:1), where C is number of contributors.
Once the model is specified, push button ‘Generate sample’ in the ‘model
specification’ tab. The output goes directly to page Generate data. Turn to section 7 for
a full description of this page.
Notice: This module does not include fst-correction or relatedness module.
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4- MLE fit: (Maximum Likelihood based)
(‘Quantitative LR used in ‘easy mode’)

Figure 21: The figure shows the MLE-fit page after running the Quantitative LR (Maximum Likelihood
based) calculation (maximizing the quantitative model with respect to the unknown parameters for
each of the specified hypothesis in Figure 19) for Weight-of-Evidence.
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ESTIMATES UNDER Hd (and Hp for case: Weight-of-Evidence)
- Parameter estimates:
o param: The unknown parameters in the model (see euroformix paper for more details).
 Mix-prop. Ci (Mxi): Mixture-proportion for contributor ‘i’.
 P.H.expectation (mu): Expectation of the peak height for a single heterozygote (Mixprop=1) allele without degradation (at 125 bp or beta=1).
 P.H.variability (sigma): Coefficient of variation of the peak height for a single
heterozygote (Mix-prop=1) allele without degradation (at 125 bp or beta=1).
 Stutter-prop (xi): A global parameter related to backward-Stutter proportion. The
expected fraction of peak height that are stutter.
 Degrad.slope (beta): A parameter related to the degree of decaying degradation global
for all contributors.
o MLE: The optimized2 parameters in the model which attain a maximum point of the likelihood
function.
o Std.Err.: The standard error of the parameter estimates in the model. These are based on the
hessian matrix returned from the optimizer function nlm.
- Maximum Likelihood value:
o log10lik and Lik: The logged (10-base) and the original value of the Likelihood value attained
from the optimization1.
- Further Action:
o MCMC simulation (see Figure 22):
 Performs ‘Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Metropolis Hastings’ sampling under the
desired hypothesis using parallelization (one chain for each CPU threads).
 The MCMC proposal function is based on a normal distribution with the mode as and the
covariance matrix attained from the optimization as parameters.
 The sampling is done blockwise, with one block for mixture proportions, one block for
peak height parameters (P.H.expectation, P.H.variability, Degrad.slope), and one block for
the stutter-prop. parameter.
 The first column in the output shows the estimated posterior distributions for each of the
unknown parameters in the model.
 The second column in the output monitors the parameter samples in the simulation.
 After sampling, the acceptance rate of the sampler is printed out to the R-console.
 Acceptance rate = number of accepted samples divided by number of proposed samples.
2

This may be only a local maximum point, not the global maximum (i.e. the Maximum Likelihood Estimate).
Increase number of start points under “Optimization” in Toolbar to ensure a global maximum.
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Tweak ‘variance of randomizer’ under MCMC in toolbar to change the acceptance rate.
o Ideally the acceptance rate should be around 0.2 (0.05-0.3) to ensure that the
parameter space has been fully explored.
The user may change number of required samples in the simulation under ‘MCMC->Set
number of samples’ (n) in toolbar.
o This is the number of samples for one chain and one “block”. E.g. with n=1000, 4
CPU threads available and a model including stutter, the MCMC will perform
3*4*1000 = 12000 iterations.
The purpose of the MCMC simulation is to use it as an exploratory tool to show:
o That the optimizer has found the global maximum.
o The shape of the posterior distribution of the parameters.

Figure 22: The figure shows the posterior density of the unknown parameters (first column) and
corresponding iteration values (second column) from the MCMC method under the hypothesis Hp:
“Reference P1+1 unknown individual contributes to evidence evid1”.
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o Deconvolution:
 Performs “Deconvolution” under the desired hypothesis, where the genotypes for the
unknown contributors are ranked with respect to the posterior probability (based on the
quantitative likelihood function and allele frequencies). See section 5-Deconvolution.


Model validation (Figure 23):
 Estimates the cumulative probability of the observed peak heights conditional on the other
peak heights. These probabilities are compared with the theoretical underlying model (see
euroformix paper for more details).
 In theory the cumulative probabilities follows a uniform distribution, if the underlying
density model is "reasonable" (null-hypothesis) – giving a straight line in the plot.
 The j-th largest (out of n) observed probability (y-axis) is distributed as beta(j, n - j + 1)
when observed probabilities are independently uniform(0,1).
 Quantiles of the beta-distribution are shown as the envelopes in Figure 22. The black lines
are the 0.005 and 0.995 quantiles, while the red lines are the Bonferroni-adjusted 0.005/n
and 0.995/n quantiles.
 The significance level is set initially by the user (pop-up window). Default is 0.01.

Figure 23: The figure shows “Model validation” under Hd.
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Figure 24: The figure shows the results when clicking Model fitted P.H. under Hp.
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Model fitted P.H. (Figure 24):
 This button gives a plot which presents the expected peak heights for each contributor in
color bars, which are superimposed on top of the peak heights.
 The expectations are conditioned on the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters
and the most likely genotype for the unknown contributors (see section 5-Deconvolution).
 If the joint probability of the unknown genotypes is above 0.95 the locus name is colored
green, and colored orange if between 0.9 and 0.95 and otherwise red.
 Drop-out alleles for contributors are presented as “99”.

WEIGHT-OF-EVIDENCE (the output of the MLE fit page)
o Description:


The LR values are calculated as the ratio between the maximized likelihoods of the two
specified hypotheses Hp and Hd as specified in “Model specification”.



The likelihood function is based on the quantitative model as described in the euroformix
paper.

o Joint LR:



LR: ‘Likelihood value under optimization under Hp’ divided by ‘Likelihood value under
optimization under Hd’
log10: The ten-logged value of LR.

o LR for each locus:



The LR for each locus is provided separately (given the parameter-modes under Hp and
Hd).
Note: By default there is a limitation of 30 loci to visualize this. This limitation can be
changed under "File -> Settings -> Max locus".

FURTHER EVALUATION
o Optimize model more:


If required, the optimization procedure can be run again with the same specifications as
selected in “Model specification” to ensure that a global maximum is attained (it will never
return a lower likelihood).
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o Database search (case: ‘Database search’):


A database search with the specified quantitative model will be applied. (See Database
search for details.

o ‘Simulate LR distribution’ (case Weight-of-Evidence)


MCMC simulation will be applied both under Hp and Hd to provide a plot of a “Bayesian”
distribution of the LR where the uncertainty of the parameters in the quantitative model
under both Hp and Hd are taken into account (see Figure 25).
 Number of samples can be changed with Set number of samples under MCMC in
Toolbar (default is 1000 samples). See “MCMC simulation” for more details.
 MCMC will vary between runs for the same data. This variation reduces as the
number of samples increases.

Figure 25: The plot shows the distributed log10 Lik under Hp (upper left), log10 Lik under Hd (upper
right) and the combined distribution log10 LR (lower) where the a posteriori density of the
parameters in the quantitative model under both Hp and Hd are taken into account. a posteriori
density are simulated using the MCMC simulation (Figure 22 shows only Hp). The black dotted line is
the maximum likelihood based LR.
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SAVE RESULTS TO FILE
‘Create report’:
o The parameter estimates with corresponding standard deviation errors estimates and
the likelihood values will be printed to file for all hypotheses on page (see Figure 26).

Figure 26: The stored information in the text file generated from ‘Create report’.
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o ‘Only LR results’: (case Weight-of-Evidence)
 The LR calculated values shown in WEIGHT-OF-EVIDENCE will be printed to file (Figure 26).

Figure 27: The stored information in ‘Only LR results’ is the calculated Likelihood Ratio values given
the fitted Maximum Likelihood parameters under each of the inferred hypotheses for each locus
together with the joint LR.

NON-CONTRIBUTOR ANALYSIS
o "Sample maximum based"
 Sampled random individuals are calculated with the MLE based Likelihood Ratio, i.e.
Quantitative LR (Maximum Likelihood based)
o "Sample integrated based"
 Sampled random individuals are calculated with the integrated based Likelihood Ratio, i.e.
quantitative LR (Bayesian based)
o Select reference to replace with non-contributor:
 A drop-down list of references which are conditioned under Hp but not under Hd.
o Sample non-contributors:
 Random non-contributor samples are provided by replacing the selected reference (under
the drop-down list in the hypothesis Hp) with a random individual from the population and
then calculate his/her LR. In default, 1e3 of random non-contributors are simulated to
determine the LR distribution of non-contributors.
 The mean, standard errors of LR, proportion of LR greater than zero and one, and
log10LR-quantiles (50%, 95%, 99%, max) are printed out to R-console.
 A plot of the cumulative distribution of log10LR will be shown (Figure 28).
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Number of non-contributors can be changed under ‘Database search’ in the
toolbar.
Setting fst>0 may be very time-consuming since we require that the sampled noncontributor individual is a known non-contributor under Hd, and hence the likelihood
value for Hd is calculated for each sample.

Figure 28: The plot shows the cumulative distribution of 1000 non-contributing individuals replacing
Suspect in hypothesis Hp based on the fitted MLE model (left) and for the Integrated based model
(right). The mean and standard errors of LR, proportion of LR greater than zero and one, and log10LRquantiles (50%, 95%, 99%, max) based on the simulated non-contributors are given in the plot as well.
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5- Deconvolution:

Figure 29: The figure shows the Model Specification page for doing Deconvolution. We
condition on the suspect, and assume one unknown in the hypothesis. Our model assumes
unknown backward-stutter rate, no allele drop-in, no theta-correction and no degradation.
o Description:




Deconvolution is applied for a specific hypothesis Hd as shown in Figure 29. Click
“Quantitative LR (Maximum Likelihood based)” to proceed.
For a given optimized model, either Hd or Hp (case Weight-of-Evidence), the user must
click on “Deconvolution” under “Further Action”.
The deconvolution conditions on the optimized parameters (i.e. the MLE fit in Figure 30)
for the quantitative model. Hence the deconvolution may handle multiple replicates, allele
drop-in, drop-out, backward-stutter, degradation, theta-correction and relatedness (if
considered) .
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The results tables will show different types of probabilities which are useful for
deconvolution (Top Marginal (Figure 31), All Joint (Figure 32), All Marginal (G) (Figure 33),
All Marginal (A) (Figure 34)). The probabilities gives a quantification of how “certain”
different genotypes/alleles are for the different contributors at different loci”.

Figure 30: The figure shows the optimized parameters (i.e. the MLE fit) for the quantitative model.
The fitted model has the same “Further Action” possibilities as for “Weight-of-Evidence” and
“Database search” in order to optimize the model.
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o Tables:


Top Marginal (Figure 31): Gives the top genotype with corresponding probability (most
likely) marginalized for each contributor and each locus. “TopGenotype_Ck” gives the most
likely genotype for contributor k (same order as in MLE fit), with corresponding probability
under “probability_Ck”). The “ratioToNextGenotype_Ck” column gives the ratio of the
largest probability (i.e. probability_Ck) to the second largest probability. The probabilities
become one for known contributors.



All Joint (Figure 32): A ranked table of the combined genotype profiles for all contributors
(C1,…,CK) with corresponding probabilities, given for each locus. The probabilities become
one for known contributors.



All Marginal (G) (Figure 33): A ranked table of the genotype profiles for each of the
contributors, for each locus. The probabilities become one for known contributors.



All Marginal (A) (Figure 34): A the ranked table of single alleles for each of the
contributors for each locus. The probabilities become one for known contributors.



Maximum length of table is default 20.
 Can be changed under ‘Deconvolution-> Set max listsize’ in toolbar.



The allele named as 99 represents alleles which are not in the evidence (or potential
stutters if stutter-model is assumed).

o Save table:


The corresponding table will be exported to a tabulate-separated text-file.
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Figure 31: The figure shows Top Marginal, the top ranked genotypes (TopGenotype) for each
contributor per loci, with corresponding probabilities probability_Ck, for each of the contributors,
k=1,…,K. ratioToNextGenotype is the ratio of the largest probability (i.e. probability_C) to the second
largest probability.
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Figure 32: The figure shows All Joint, the ranked table of the combined genotype profiles for all the
contributors combined (here, C1 and C2) for each locus.
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Figure 33: The figure shows All Marginal (G), the ranked table of the genotype profiles for each of the
contributors for each locus.
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Figure 34: The figure shows All Marginal (A), the ranked table of single alleles for each of the
contributors for each locus.
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6- Database search:

Figure 35: The figure shows the page of the model specification for doing database search on the
database file “databaseESX17”.

o Description:
 The database to search must be loaded first from the Import data page.
 Click the database search button from the Import data page which takes you to the Model
specification page
 The ‘Database search’ is very similar as the Weight-of-Evidence (Figure 35) with the only
difference in that each individual in the reference-database is assumed to be a contributor
in the hypothesis Hp. For each individual ‘j’ in reference-database we calculate a LR-value
LRj.
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The user may choose between using peak heights in a ‘Quantitative LR’ (Maximum
Likelihood based or Bayesian based)’ calculation or ignoring the peak heights in a
‘Qualitative LR’ calculation.

o When selecting ‘Quantitative LR’: (Leads to the MLE fit page as seen in Figure 36)
 ‘Qualitative LR’ is always calculated along with the ‘Quantitative LR’ values (see Figure 37).
 The qualitative model assumes an allele drop-out parameter as 0.1 fixed and fst=0.
 The allele drop-in parameter in the qualitative model is set as default 0.05, but can be
changed with “Set drop-in probability for qualitative model” under ‘Database search’ in
the Toolbar.
 If “Quantitative LR (Maximum Likelihood based)” calculation is used, the optimized
parameters under the Hd -hypothesis are first shown (see Figure 36 where we have used
threshold=150, fst=0 and no allele drop-in).

Figure 36: The figure shows the optimized parameters (i.e. the MLE fit) for the quantitative model
under Hd (with specifications as given in Figure 35). The fitted model has the same “Further Action”
possibilities as for “Weight-of-Evidence” and “Deconvolution”. The user must push the “Database
search” button to carry out the actual database searching.
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o When selecting ‘Qualitative LR’ from the ‘database search page:
 The “Set drop-in probability for qualitative model” under ‘Database search’ in the Toolbar
is ignored.
 The qualitative model assumes an allele drop-out parameter which is estimated using
median of the ‘allele drop-out probability given number of observed alleles’ distribution.
 The ‘Quantitative LR’ calculation is ignored.
o Note:
 The ‘Quantitative LR’ calculation is based on the quantitative model as given in the
euroformix paper and can handle allele drop-in, drop-out, degradation, backward-stutter
and relatedness under Hd (if applied).
 Quantitative LR (Bayesian based) is not possible to use for replicates.
 The reason for showing the MLE fitted parameters under Hd (see Figure 36) for
“Quantitative LR (Maximum Likelihood based)” calculation is that the user should have the
possibility to check if the parameter estimates under Hd seems reasonable so he/she can
go back and change the model specification.
o Database search table (Figure 37):


‘Reference name’ is name of individuals given in the reference-database.



The table shows the ranked individuals in the database due to the quantitative LR values
(quanLR), qualitative LR values (qualLR), number of matching alleles (MAC) or number of
evaluating loci (nLocs).



qualLR (Qualitative LR (semi-continuous model))
 Parameter for dropout probability is based on the median of 2000 samples from
the ‘distribution of dropout-probability’.
 Number of required samples may be changed under ‘Qual LR’ in toolbar.
 Dropout probability is fixed to 0.1 when searched with “Quantitative LR”.
 For multiple evidences, the mean of the median is used as the dropout
probability parameter.
 Assumes drop-in probability 0.05 as default. Can be changed under ‘Database
search’ in toolbar.



MAC (Matching allele counter) is number of alleles in the reference-profile which matches
the evidence.
 Note: MAC is summed over the considered evidences.



nLocs is number of loci in the reference-profile which are used to calculate the
contLR,qualLR and MAC.
 Note: Some references in the database may be missing loci which are presented in
the evaluated evidence.
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Note:
 Maximum number of elements to view a ‘Database search’ result table is 10000.
This can be changed in toolbar ‘Database search->Set maximum view-elements’.
 Setting fst>0 may be very time-consuming since we require that individual ‘j’ is a
known non-contributor under Hd, and hence the likelihood for Hd is calculated for
each individual in database.

o Save table: The full table will be exported to a tabulator-separated text-file.

Figure 37: The figure shows the table from the database search with specifications as given in Figure
35 based on ‘Quantitative LR’ (Maximum Likelihood based)” calculations. The references are sorted
due to the contLR’s.
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7- Qual. LR: 'Qualitative model'

Figure 38: The figure shows the page where the weight-of-evidence evaluation based on the
qualitative model is carried out.
o Description:


From ‘Import data’ page, check evidence evid1 and reference P2, and press ‘Weight-ofEvidence’ button which leads to the ‘Model specification’ page. Under model
specifications, construct Hp: P2+2 unknown contributors vs Hd: 3 unknown contributors.
Then select the ‘Qualitative LR’ button which leads to the ‘Qual. LR’ page shown in Figure
38.



This module samples from the distribution of the ‘allele drop-out probability given number
of observed alleles’ to evaluate the qualitative LR automatically.
 Note: the model will crash if there are too many alleles compared to the number of
contributors – always check that the model specification is reasonable
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Also a sensitivity plot as a function of allele-dropout probability and a non-contributor
sampling analysis is implemented (see Figure 42).

PREANALYSIS
o Sensitivity:




Plots the log10LR as a function of allele-dropout probability (see Figure 39).
 This is the same function as in LRmix Studio.
 The upper probability range and number of ticks can be changed under ‘Qual LR’ in
the toolbar.
Note:
 Lower range in sensitivity is 1e-6 (something small).

Figure 39: The figure shows the plot of Weight-of-evidence (Likelihood Ratio) as a function of allele
drop-out probability.
o Conservative LR:
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By sampling from the “allele drop-out probability given number of observed alleles in the
evidence”- distribution for the hypothesis Hp and Hd, the most ‘conservative’ LR (i.e.
smallest) is automatically calculated and printed (see Figure 40 and Figure 41).
 The most “conservative” LR is found by following:
 Take out the “alpha” and “1-alpha”-quantiles from the simulated ‘alleledropout probability distribution’ under both Hp and Hd.
 The quantile (under both Hp and Hd) which gives the lowest LR is the
“conservative LR”.


The significance level “alpha” is given 0.05 as default.
 This will give similar results as in LRmix Studio.
 This can be changed under ‘Qual LR’ in the toolbar.



The number of required samples from the ‘allele-dropout probability distribution’ is
given 2000 as default.
 This can be changed under ‘Qual LR->Set required samples in dropout distr.’



Note: If no samples are accepted from the allele-dropout probability distribution’,
an error-message is provided to the user.

When more evidence samples are imported, the most ‘conservative LR’ over all samples is
considered.
 The dropout probability quantiles are estimated for each of the evidence samples.

Figure 40: The plot shows the sampled 5%, 50% and 95% quantiles of the distribution of the ‘allele
drop-out probability given number of observed alleles’ for each of the hypotheses.
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Figure 41: The plot shows the conservative Weight-of-Evidence values (Likelihood Ratios) after
pushing the “Conservative LR” button. The most conservative estimated allele drop-out probabilityquantile from Figure 40 was the 5% quantile under Hd which gave 0.11. Hence the table in this plot
shows the LR inserted for this value.

CALCULATION
o Dropout prob:


The user may specify the assumed value of the allele dropout-probability.

o Calculate LR


Instantly calculates the LR for the given user-specified allele dropout probability in
“Dropout prob”.
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o Save table:


Saves the weight-of-evidence calculated LR results to a selected file.

NON-CONTRIBUTOR ANALYSIS (Postanalysis)
o Select reference to replace with non-contributor:


A drop-down list of references which are conditioned under Hp but not under Hd.

o Sample non-contributors:






Random non-contributor samples are provided by replacing the selected reference (under
the drop-down list in the hypothesis Hp) with a random individual from the population and
then calculate his LR.
 The mean, standard errors of LR and log10LR-quantiles (50%, 95%, 99%, max) are
printed out to R-console.
 A plot of the cumulative distribution of log10LR will be shown (see Figure 39).
 Number of non-contributors can be changed under ‘Database search->Set number
of non-contributors’ in the toolbar.
If weight-of-evidence has been calculated:
 The reporting LR for the “replaced reference” is superimposed as a blue line to the
plot (see Figure 39).
 The discriminatory metric (log10LR-q99%) is printed out to R-console.
Note: Precalculations are always carried out previous to the non-contributor sampling,
therefore the number of non-contributors are only limited to make the plot.
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Figure 42: The figure shows a cumulative distribution of 1e6 log10LR of non-contributors, where each
sample is based on replacing the “Suspect” in hypothesis Hp with a random man from the population.
The reporting LR for the replaced reference (i.e. “Suspect in this case) is superimposed as a blue line
to the plot. The mean and standard errors of LR, proportion of LR greater than zero and one, and
log10LR-quantiles (50%, 95%, 99%, max) based on the simulated non-contributors are given in the
plot as well. In upper left box, the proportion of non-contributors LR exceeding the reported LR (v) is
given.
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Qualitative MLE-based approach (alternative analysis)
o Description
 This functionality will follow the maximum likelihood approach for estimating the dropout
probability for each of the hypotheses.
o Calculate LR
 The LR value based on the maximum likelihood estimates, with the corresponding
estimated dropout probabilities for each of the hypotheses, is given in a pop-up window
(see Figure 43).

Figure 43: The calculated LR value based on the maximum likelihood estimates, with the
corresponding estimated dropout probabilities for each of the hypotheses indicated.
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8- Generate data: 'from the quantitative model'

Figure 44: The figure shows the Model specification page for generating allele with corresponding
peak heights from the quantitative model for a given specified model. From here we will generate
data which are contributed P1 and an unknown individual. We assume a detection threshold (LOD) of
150 RFU and no allele drop-in is considered.
o Description:




To generate data, the user must first specify the assumptions (hypothesis and known
parameters) in the quantitative model. NB: The relatedness module will be ignored!
The module will generate alleles using the population frequencies and simulates peak
heights for a specified hypothesis (see Figure 44) using the quantitative model.
The generation may simulate allele-dropout, drop-in (with a peak height model),
degradation and backward-stutter (see Figure 45).
 Allele-dropout is indirectly simulated if the peak height is below the defined
threshold.
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o Parameters:
 P.H.expectation (mu): Expectation of the peak height for a single heterozygote (Mixprop=1) allele without degradation
 P.H.variability (sigma): Coefficient of variation of the peak height for a single heterozygote
(Mix-prop=1) allele without degradation
 Stutter-prop (xi): A global parameter related to backward-Stutter proportion. The expected
fraction of peak height that are stutter.
 Degrad.slope (beta): A global parameter related to the degree of degradation as a function
of fragment length (kit must be selected). Value 1 is no degradation, and lower values as
for instance 0.6 is much degradation. Default is 1.
 Mix-prop. Ci (mxi): Mixture-proportion for contributor ‘i’. Default is (K:1)/K, with K number
of contributors.

o Note: mx will be normalized if it’s not already.
o Edit:





Loci: Loci name of the population frequency used to generate the dataset.
Evidence: The allele information is given in the left column while the peak height
information is given in the right column. Each element needs to be separated with “,”.
Reference: The alleles of the true contributors to the generate evidence is sequentially
shown in each column.
All the loci names, evidence-allele and heights and reference-alleles may be edited before
storing (See Figure 45).

o Import/Export:
 Save data:
 Stores the generated (and possible edited) evidence- or reference-profile to a file.
 Extension .csv added automatically.


Load data:
 Loads profiles from file into the selected entries (evidence or reference).
 This is useful for generating random evidence samples where loaded
references are conditioned on.
 Note:
 If any locus is missing from the loaded evidence or reference file, the editcell will be empty.
 The order of the loci in the file does not matter.
o Further action:
 Generate again: Make a new simulation of the evidence sample using the selected values
of the parameters under Parameters.
 Plot EPG: Plots the generated (and possible edited) evidence in a EPG-plot.
 It will use the “kit” selected under “Import Data”-page.
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Figure 45: The figure shows the Generate data page which shows the generated alleles and
corresponding peak heights (under Evidence) for the given selected set of parameters under
Parameters. The true contributors are given under Reference(s).
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(A) Mathematical details
Exact random allele sharing with a evidence profile
Consider the observed allele vector at marker i in the evidence as
with
corresponding allele frequencies
. The number of alleles the defendant shares with the
evidence for this marker is denoted . Let
be the sum of the allele frequencies at
marker i. Then a direct argument gives (calculations assume Hardy Weinberg and Linkage Equilibrium)

Let
be the total number of alleles shared and
one of these values. Then a for a
,

where

Here “all permutations” means all possible ordered combinations of the elements in the vector
Note here that RMNE simplifies to
.

.
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